Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) have dramatically changed the natural history of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), with 10-year overall survival surpassing 80% for patients treated in chronic phase. Unfortunately, most of the world's CML patients reside in low-resource areas, where treatment, diagnostic, and monitoring options are limited by the cost of TKI treatment and access to capable laboratory facilities. Shipping blood to specialized centers for testing is very costly, and test performance can be hampered by sample degradation during transit.
). Despite the high lability of RNA, its extraction from filter paper was shown in 1992, 7, 8 and it has been occasionally reported as the method used for the study of infectious diseases such as HIV. [9] [10] [11] [12] The qualitative detection (present or absent) of BCR-ABL1 rearrangements in RNA from DBS was reported in 1998. 13 However, current treatments demand quantification of the BCR-ABL1 transcript for monitoring and mutation studies.
In short, we find that the DBS technique compares favorably to the testing of fresh blood for BCR-ABL1 transcript level quantitation, using the Cepheid GeneXpert, in specimens mailed across the globe and that mutation screening is possible, albeit with sensitivity limitations inherent to the technique.
First, we compared the detection of BCR-ABL1 on 7 fresh CML specimens to the same specimens spotted on filter paper (Whatman 903 Protein Saver Cards [Sigma-Aldrich] with 200 mL blood per card, 50 mL per 4 spots) and "aged" for 41 days on the laboratory bench. RNA was extracted both from fresh blood and from 41-day-old DBSs and run on the GeneXpert BCR-ABL1 monitor test (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA). Correlation of BCR-ABL1 transcripts between both groups was r 5 0.86 (P 5 .02) (supplemental Figure 1 and supplemental Table 1 , available on the Blood Web site). Ten specimens collected from patients without CML and spotted on filter paper were negative for BCR-ABL1 by the same instrumentation limits of detection.
We then compared BCR-ABL1 in fresh samples analyzed in Adelaide, Australia, to the results in DBSs after shipping to our laboratory from overseas. Both Australia and Seattle tested for BCR-ABL1 using the same GeneXpert platform. This experiment consisted of 22 DBS cards, the majority sent as letters via regular ("snail") mail. RNA was extracted from DBSs upon arrival.
DBSs were 43 days old on average (8-73 days; median, 34 days) at the time of RNA extraction. The mean RNA concentration measured was 16.1 ng/mL (0-110 ng/mL; median, 6.0 ng/mL) (one sample had undetectable RNA levels). The yield of RNA showed a correlation with the white blood cells (WBCs) of the sample (r 5 0.80), although after log-transforming RNA levels, the correlation was reduced (r 5 0.54). There was also a correlation, yet weaker, between RNA and the shipping time (r 5 20.42), although with RNA log-transformed, the correlation with shipping time is a bit stronger (r 5 20.52). The correlation between RNA/WBC and shipping time is r 5 20.48.
The average amount of RNA used for the GeneXpert assay was 200 ng. Amplification was successful in all specimens. Supplemental Table 2 shows the results of the 22 international samples, with the results of the test performed in fresh blood in Adelaide and in DBSs after shipping to Seattle. Of note, in 3 cases, the GeneXpert reported an invalid result because of late ABL1 amplification (after cycle 20), but the BCR-ABL1% could be calculated using the cartridge lot efficiency (E) with the formula BCR-ABL1% International Scale (IS) 5 E DCt 3100.
There was a strong correlation between the BCR-ABL1% IS assays performed in fresh samples versus RNA from DBSs (r 5 0.97), same as when the BCR-ABL1% IS were log-transformed (r 5 0.94, Figure 1 ). Supplemental Figure 2 displays the bias as a function of the average log (% IS) with a Bland-Altman plot, where the bias is simply the difference between the log-transformed values of the fresh and DBS samples.
Finally, we performed mutation analysis in a third set of specimens received as DBSs from a low-resource area. Results performed on fresh specimens in Adelaide were available on these samples for comparison. We extracted DNA from a single DBS (50 mL blood) and amplified and sequenced ABL1 exons 4, 5, and 6 in 3 independent reactions. We obtained concordant results in 28 out of 30 samples (93%). We detected Y253H in 2 patients, E255K and E255V in 1 patient each, T315I in 2 more cases, and F359V in 1 case. Our results were discordant in 2 cases, where we could not detect mutations although fresh samples tested positive for the Y253H and E355G mutations. We attribute the disagreement to a sensitivity limitation, inherent to sequencing ABL1 DNA. In the first case, the GeneXpert BCR-ABL1 determination was "invalid" (no BCR-ABL1 amplification and ABL1 detection after cycle 20), and for the second one, BCR-ABL1 was 11%.
The ability to accurately perform BCR-ABL1 testing of dried spots has cost and sample stability as major advantages. Samples can potentially be batched and sent via regular mail, which eliminates the need of costly "next day" specialized shipping requirements of blood specimens. It would also be reasonable to spot multiple cards for patients with a low WBC count, or if more RNA was needed, as shipping and storage cost increases would be next to nil. Regarding sample stability, we show here that the quantification of BCR-ABL1 transcripts is not significantly affected across different disease levels, and the age at which samples are too old to be tested is not known.
Currently, the oldest specimen we have tested is a 5-month-old card we received from a low-resource area. With our protocol, we detected BCR-ABL1 at 2.9%, whereas the result obtained locally on the fresh specimen at the time of collection was 5%. Lastly, DNA and RNA can be recovered from DBSs, thus also potentially allowing the testing of ABL1 resistance mutations in the low-resource setting.
Spotted blood can potentially increase the number of CML patients in resource-poor areas who can be diagnosed and monitored during TKI therapy. The method could potentially also be used to facilitate and cheapen molecular diagnostic for clinical trials in these areas, which could allow for earlier access of new TKI agents for CML. Further studies are in progress to field test in multiple countries, as well as developing assays for other "actionable" mutations in other types of leukemia. We would welcome collaborators to help optimize DBS for a broader range of indications and uses.
Paper or plastic, indeed. All methods are available as supplemental information on the Blood Web site. 
